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1. What is Digital 
Assessment?

And why is marking and feedback so important?



What is Assessment?



What is Digital Assessment?



Manage Deliver Mark ReportMonitorAuthor

Feedback happens at the end of an 
assessment, right?

Creating 
automated 
feedback

Setting marking 
structures

Configuring 
feedback settings 

for candidates

Real time 
invigilation of 
candidates

Roadmap

Automated generic 
feedback

Comments and 
annotations

Multimedia 
feedback (i.e. 

audio recording)

Test-cohort 
feedback



2.a. Marking structures 
for automatically marked 
assessments

Automatically marked question types

Single-part question marking structures

Multiple-part question marking structures



Automatically marked questions



Single MCQ Marking Structure

Author



Single MCQ Marking Structure

Support for decimal 
point marking

Setting individual marks 
for each alternative 
option

𝑥 marks per correct 
answer𝑥 marks per incorrect 

answer

𝑥 marks if question left 
unanswered

Author



Multiple MCQ Marking Structure

Author



Multiple MCQ Marking Structure

The maximum mark a 
test taker can achieve 
from this question is 
capped at 𝑥

The minimum mark a 
test taker can achieve 
from this question is 
limited to 𝑥 

Author



Multiple MCQ Marking 
Structure
● 2 correct answers = 10 marks

● 1 incorrect answer = -2 marks

● Overall score = 8 marks

Author



2.b. Feedback Structure 
for automatically marked 
assessments

Generic and alternative specific 



Automatically Marked Feedback Structure

Question generic 
feedback

Alternative 
specific feedback

Author



Automated MCQ 
Feedback

Question generic 
feedback

Alternative 
specific feedback

Author/Learner



3.a. Marking structures 
for manually marked 
assessments

Maximum marks

Criteria

Bands and criteria



Manually marked question types



Manual Marking Types 
Objective criteria worth 
𝑥 marks if answer meets 
criteria

Ability to add multiple 
criteria

Sliding scale of 0 - 𝑥 
marks

Maximum Marks

Criteria

Author



Manual Marking Types
Ability to add multiple 
criteria

Ability to set maximum 
marks

Ability to add multiple 
subjective bands

Free text labelling and 
descriptions of bands

Setting the marks per 
band

Adding and removing 
bands

Bands and Criteria

Author



Marking Max Marks

Grader



Marking Criteria

Grader



Marking Bands and Criteria

Grader



3.b. Feedback for 
manually marked 
assessments

Highlighting and annotating

Page notes

Audio or file upload explanation as feedback

Candidate reports



Highlighting and annotating an essay

This is a highlight

This is an annotation 
that will be visible for 
the student

This shows that students 
will be able to see the 
comments left by graders

Grader



Page notes

Grader



Audio or file explanations as feedback

Text based feedback

Audio recording 
from grader

PDF file uploaded 
by grader as 
feedback

Grader



Candidate Report

https://show.inspera.com/grading/?assessmentRunId=105008
453&partyId=105008474&questionId=105008348&workspace
Id=evaluate_student_report&printMode=true&focusView=true
&printWithoutFeatureHeader=true&viewAsStudent=false 

Learner

https://show.inspera.com/grading/?assessmentRunId=105008453&partyId=105008474&questionId=105008348&workspaceId=evaluate_student_report&printMode=true&focusView=true&printWithoutFeatureHeader=true&viewAsStudent=false
https://show.inspera.com/grading/?assessmentRunId=105008453&partyId=105008474&questionId=105008348&workspaceId=evaluate_student_report&printMode=true&focusView=true&printWithoutFeatureHeader=true&viewAsStudent=false
https://show.inspera.com/grading/?assessmentRunId=105008453&partyId=105008474&questionId=105008348&workspaceId=evaluate_student_report&printMode=true&focusView=true&printWithoutFeatureHeader=true&viewAsStudent=false
https://show.inspera.com/grading/?assessmentRunId=105008453&partyId=105008474&questionId=105008348&workspaceId=evaluate_student_report&printMode=true&focusView=true&printWithoutFeatureHeader=true&viewAsStudent=false


4. Marking and Feedback 
Roadmap

Functional and workflow enhancements



Marking and Feedback Functionality
Higher Priority

▪ Reusable and flexible rubrics - 
defined at the question set or 
grading level

▪ Reusable predefined comments - 
defined at the question set or 
grading level

▪ Annotate with a recording

Lower Priority

▪ Generic feedback as an explanation
▪ Peer review
▪ Allowing students to comment on 

their feedback



Marking and Feedback Workflow
Higher Priority

▪ Marking only test
▪ Read only roles
▪ Moderation workflow
▪ Anonymity management
▪ Bulk assignment of markers

Lower Priority

▪ Downloading submission, marks 
and comments as one file

▪ Audit trail
▪ Flagging by markers
▪ Standardisation
▪ Seeded scripts
▪ Bonus marks
▪ Automatic assignment of markers
▪ Marking analytics 



@Inspera

Thank you!

www.inspera.com

harvey@inspera.com


